Clinical spectrum and challenges of Primary Immunodeficiency disorders in Egyptian children
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Abstract:
Primary Immunodeficiency Disorders (PID) are inherent defects of the immune system that may present in infants and children. The main presentations include increased susceptibility to infections (a narrow or broad spectrum of pathogens), autoimmunity, autoinflammation, allergy and/or malignancy. PIDs are increasingly diagnosed and may present with different phenotypes that range from subtle to severe ones. They are classified into ten major categories according to the International Union of Immunological Societies (IUIS). Autosomal recessive disorders are noticeably more common because of the high consanguinity rates in the society. The spectrum of PID is highlighted with a brief walk through the challenges of establishing a PID service in a resource limited setting like catching up with the rapidly changing field, provision of state of the art diagnostic services and actual provision of medical care to PID patients. Several opportunities for growth of the field and overcoming obstacles are discussed.
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Introduction

Primary Immunodeficiency Disorders (PID) are inherent defects of the immune system that may affect the interplay of different cells and cytokines in different organs. The main presentations include increased susceptibility to infections (a narrow or broad spectrum of pathogens), autoimmunity, autoinflammation, allergy and/or malignancy.

Clinical spectrum

PID disorders include over 406 different disorders and are classified into ten major categories according to the International Union of Immunological Societies (IUIS); immunodeficiencies with cellular or humoral defects, combined immunodeficiency with syndromic features, predominantly antibody deficiencies, disorders of immune dysregulation, congenital defects of phagocytes, defects of innate immunity, autoinflammatory disorders, complement defects, bone marrow failure and phenocopies of PID (2).

The Primary Immunodeficiency Clinic - Cairo University was founded in 2004 by Professor Aisha Elmarsafy, an internationally acclaimed figure in the PID field and the lead for PID services. The unit has a clinical division and a laboratory division run by colleagues in the Clinical Pathology Department, Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University who over the years have managed to evolve rapidly to cope with changes in the dynamic field expanding the panels offered by the laboratory. Because of the high rates of consanguinity in Egypt, autosomal recessive disorders prevail and lead to a different distribution of PID categories compared to Europe, North
and Latin America and a peculiar distribution of major PID categories, particularly more combined immunodeficiencies than antibody disorders as is the situation in similar countries (3).

Since 2010, over 10,000 children have been referred to the clinic for assessments and in the interval from 2010-2014 four hundred and sixty-six children were identified and documented with proved PID disorders. One hundred twenty children were diagnosed with probable PID (not matching specific disease criteria or not having enough evidence to support the diagnosis yet having clinical manifestations highly suggestive of PID). T cell/combined disorders constituted 30%, followed by predominantly antibody disorders (19%), syndromic combined disorders (16%), phagocytic defects of number or function (13%), immune dysregulation (11%), autoinflammatory disorders (9%), complement deficiency (1%) and defects of innate immunity (1%).

Severe Combined Immunodeficiency Disorder (SCID), a neonatal emergency, remains one of the most encountered presentations of combined Immunodeficiency. The early diagnosis dramatically affects the outcome of the disease by allowing bone marrow transplantation at an early age, and providing prenatal diagnosis and genetic counseling for families with a positive history. A nationwide neonatal screening program will definitely help identify those infants at an early age and direct them to therapy. For the time being targeted screening for high risk families is done. Screening high risk families revealed a prevalence of SCID, with 70 % T-B-SCID patients and 30 % T-B+ SCID patients, as the most common PID picked up through screening. Lower respiratory tract infections, persistent fungal infections and lymphopenia were the most significant warning signs for diagnosing PID in screened newborns.

Study of the molecular defects in SCID led to identification of novel mutations in patients with recombination-activating gene (RAG) mutations (4). Major Histocompatibility Complex Deficiency, another autosomal combined PID revealed a prevalence of regulatory factor X associated ankyrin containing protein (RFXANK) and regulatory factor X5 (RFX5) gene mutations with previously unreported mutations (5) emphasizing the peculiarity of those disorders in this part of the world.

Challenges

The field of PID is challenged by many obstacles, it is a dynamically changing field and diagnosis requires high quality state of the art laboratory services that are very costly. Identification of genetic defects is very crucial for several reasons as diagnosis of atypical presentations, carrier identification, offering prenatal diagnosis and genetic counselling for affected families and establishing prognosis. To date prenatal diagnosis has been offered to more than twenty families with different PID disorders like SCID, chronic granulomatous disease and early onset inflammatory bowel disease in collaboration with the department of Obstetrics and Gynecology (6).

Another obstacle is the lack of public and professional awareness about those disorders which leads to under diagnosis/ late diagnosis with a very complicated disease course. This has been partly improved by increased physician awareness but still needs mass campaigns for public awareness, avoiding consanguineous marriages, withholding live vaccines and seeking care early in case of suspicion.

Access to treatment is a very challenging aspect of PID service provision in Egypt, for example the monthly replacement Intravenous Immunoglobulins for patients with antibody disorders, the HLA typing tests for family members to assess feasibility for transplantation and if fortunate enough to find a matched donor and the timely finding of funding bodies to cover transplantation costs. Care for patients with PID should primarily be based on a multidisciplinary approach with input from different pediatric subspecialties as well as other disciplines as radiology, dermatology, pulmonology, orthopedics and neurosurgery along with other specialties, a process that requires constant integration for holistic patient care provision.

Transition to adult care is another area that still needs improvement to facilitate service provision for our growing children who are sometimes burdened by social stigma and need scholastic aid for missed school days. The set-up of patient societies may ease some of the problems encountered by those patients.
Opportunities

Since it is very complicated to set up a PID service center, the establishment of multiple satellites for patient identification, referral and follow up after diagnosis has been a successful model. Networking is done with different centers across Egypt to ease patients’ service provision. Educational workshops are done in liaison with other specialties and trainees from neighboring countries as Libya, Sudan and Yemen also help set up similar practices in their respective countries.

Collaboration between local centers also provides complementary laboratory panels, exchange of expertise and nation-wide surveillance as with Polio virus detection in Primary Immunodeficiency patients for Polio virus eradication currently conducted with Ain shams and Alexandria Universities as patients with PID may constitute a reservoir shedding virus in the community (7, 8). Patient documentation in different centers can act as a nidus for a long-awaited national registry establishment which will enhance effectiveness of services for involved parties and help better identify disease patterns/outcomes.

Collaboration with different centers in The European Society of Immunodeficiency Disorders (E SID) and the African Society of Immunodeficiency Disorders (AS ID) allows physician education, clinical research collaboration and guideline generation to ease diagnosis and management for PID children.

Conclusion

Egypt and North Africa present a very rich field for the study of autosomal recessive PID disorders which is very vital to characterize those diseases. Although increasing numbers of PID patients and disorders are diagnosed in the area, they still represent the tip of the iceberg of undiagnosed ailments due to unawareness or simply having subtle phenotypes.

In this rapidly changing world, primary immunodeficiency disorders continue to progress and the science remains dictated by the different patients’ stories and struggles they so bravely continue to face and hopefully conquer one day.
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